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Abstract: Parkinson’s disease (PD), classified under the category of a neurological syndrome, affects the brain of a person which leads to the motor and
non-motor symptoms. Among motor symptoms, one of the major disabling
symptom is Freezing of Gait (FoG) that affects the daily standard of living
of PD patients. Available treatments target to improve the symptoms of
PD. Detection of PD at the early stages is an arduous task due to being
indistinguishable from a healthy individual. This work proposed a novel
attention-based model for the detection of FoG events and PD, and measuring
the intensity of PD on the United Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale. Two
separate datasets, that is, UCF Daphnet dataset for detection of Freezing of
Gait Events and PhysioNet Gait in PD Dataset were used for training and
validating on their respective problems. The results show a definite rise in the
various performance metrics when compared to landmark models on these
problems using these datasets. These results strongly suggest that the proposed
state of the art attention-based deep learning model provide a consistent as
well as an efficient solution to the selected problem. High values were obtained
for various performance metrics like accuracy of 98.74% for detection FoG,
98.72% for detection of PD and 98.05% for measuring the intensity of PD on
UPDRS. The model was also analyzed for robustness against noisy samples,
where also model exhibited consistent performance. These results strongly
suggest that the proposed model provides a better classification method for
selected problem.
Keywords: Parkinson’s disease; freezing of gait; the attention mechanism;
hyperparameter tuning; attentive-FoGPDNet

1 Introduction

A critical step considered in treatment of a PD patient is the early detection of the disease, which
has been a major interest of research. PD, being a neurodegenerative disorder, affects parts of the brain
whose intense effects can lead to gait imbalance, which leads to motor disorders in patients. This is due
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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to the lack of the neurotransmitter responsible for transmitting signals to motor neurons of the brain.
Dopamine deficiency results in symptoms like speech impairment, tremor, muscle stiffness, posture
alteration and disturbance in Gait balance [1] and anxiety.
There is an alarming increase in the number of PD cases recently. Data from the American
Parkinson’s Disease Association (APDA) [2] suggests that, close to 10 million people are present with
this progressive disease. It also suggests that the number of patients is going to increase by a factor
of two in the coming 20 years, most of whom will have an age between the ranges of 60–80 years.
Currently, for the diagnosis of freezing of gait (FoG) one has to go through numerous tests and no
certain cure has been discovered, but specific therapies can help to reduce and control this effect [3].
Even with advanced technologies and computation power, the diagnosis of PD is relies on traditional
method like MRI, X-rays, PET, CT scan, etc. The mentioned methods are invasive, highly expensive
to carry out, and are effective at the later stages of the disease where it has significantly spread over
the brain. Detection of PD at the early stages is crucial to prevent damage caused to brain cells and
the methods of diagnosis need to be non-invasive and inexpensive.
In recent years, various machine learning (ML) based models were proposed for diagnosis or
detection of PD, including other neurodegenerative diseases. Various factors were taken into consideration like handwritten data, speech data and gait patterns [1,4–12]. Gait imbalance, also known as
Bradykinesia (meaning slowness in movement), being one of the poorly understood symptoms.
Nieuwboer et al. [13] defined FoG as the inability or inadequacy of a person in dealing with
concurrent cognitive motor and limbic inputs which result in pauses in locomotion and interruption
lasting less than 10 s. A patient’s day-to-day activity becomes affected and there is a significant
reduction in the quality of life [14]. PD patients have trouble in numerous daily activities such as
walking, sidestepping and climbing the stairs [15]. The assessment of FoG is a convoluted procedure
since its severity and frequency are closely affiliated to the patient’s activity and environment. The
universal procedure for FoG detection is based on tests performed in a clinical laboratory and a FoG
questionnaire [16–19]. There can be biased results emerging from their tests due to certain side effects
like the clinical environment effect [17,20,21] and Hawthorne effect [22]. Contrastingly, inaccurate
answers can be given by the patients, due to the fact the answers depend on the patient’s subjective
perception [23]. Post the detection of the disease, solutions are provided to patients using certain
wearable devices.
Through advancement in technology emerged lightweight, cost effective and accurate devices
that can handle data collection and data pre-processing [24,25]. Development in the field of artificial
intelligence has steered the attention into designing of non-intrusive wearable technologies that help
to address the daily monitoring system [26–31]. Novel methods for detection of FoG are based on
the conventional machine learning (ML) technologies that predict from signals obtained from various
inertial measurements [28,32,33]. These ML techniques are mentioned in Tab. 1 with their respective
accuracies. Bespoke features and lack of varying and consolidated data from PD patients are a major
issue in developing long-term solutions from these methods.
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On the flipside, many conventional algorithms use featuring learning methods that transform
raw input signal into a meaningful description. Deep Learning (DL) provides these feature learning
methods having several levels of representation [34]. A major advantage of DL is the non-requirement
of featuring engineering as a DL model can learn from any data regardless it being multimodal or
multivariate data. ML algorithms are outperformed in various complex problems, a few of them being
image classification [35] and gaming [36]. Eskofer-et-al. [5] expressed the alternative of conventional
ML techniques being DL techniques for IMU-based locomotive disorder for the evaluation in PD
patients.
Table 1: Various PD prediction models developed using Deep Learning approaches
Reference

Models

Features

Data

Accuracy (%)

Eskofier et al. [5]

CNN

IMU Data

90.9

Camps et al. [37]
Moetesum [6]

ConvNet
CNN

Freezing of gait
Handwriting data

90.6
83.00

Caliskan et al. [7]

DNN

Voice data

93.79

Pereira [8]

CNN
DNN with KNN
CNN
DNN

Handwriting data
(time series image)
Speech data set
Handwriting data
Voice dataset

93.50

Zhang [9]
Pereira [10,11]
Grover [12]

Automated
features
Time series
Automated
features
Automated
features
Automated
features
Time frequency
Pen-based features
Voice based
features

90.53
90.38
94.00

In this paper, a novel algorithm for PD detection by exploitation latest state-of-the-art deep
learning concepts for prediction of FoG and PD in early prospective patients. None of the existing
models presented in the recent literature reviewed in the section above have used such a composite
model for this problem. Along with the detection of PD, this work also aims to predict the intensity
of PD on the UPDR scale [38]. The main application of this deep learning model is as a non-invasive
technique in detecting FoG and PD. Such an end-to-end system can be applied in physicians and
clinics where they can assess the intensity and severity of the disease with the help of Gait patterns
and also determine the kind of treatment that can be advised to these patients. This model can be used
in an embedded system that includes the accelerometers and compute units along with it or it can be
used solely to make predictions from gait patterns on a computer. The proposed network is based on
two forms of gait signals, one is the data collected from accelerometers connected to the ankle, upper
leg, and trunk, the other being the vertical ground reaction force collected from sensors placed under
the feet of PD patients. The proposed model achieved an accuracy of 98.74% on detection of FoG,
98.72% on detection of PD, and 98.05% on measuring the intensity of PD. The proposed architecture
includes a Convolutional Neural Network for feature extraction, which was then forwarded to an
LSTM. The output of the LSTM was forwarded to an Attention Based Layer, and then finally for
the final classification, its output was forwarded to a fully connected dense layer. Due to layered
architecture, a heavy pre-processing of data was avoided in this work.
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2 Related Work

Detection of PD from FoG events collected through gait patterns is still an open research area
despite using various conventional algorithms.
Moore et al. [39], 2008, was the first to attempt to automate detection of FoG. Threshold freeze
index was used by performing frequency analysis on accelerometer signals by identifying specific bands
for FoG. The prediction of FoG events was 78% correct. Bachlin et al. [40], 2009, proposed a method
MBFA that was an extension of the method used by Moore et al. [39]. The addition of the power index
(PI), reduction in latency time and modification of duration of the window to 4 s were the changes that
were applied. Sensitivity of 73.1% and specificity of 81.6% were specified. Computation of the results
were done by adding an error offset margin of 2 s. MBFA is a simple, widely accepted model that is
used as a basic benchmark trained through the Daphnet dataset [40] for FoG detection.
Mazilu et al. [41], 2012, proposed the first system of automatic detection of FoG with machine
learning. ML algorithms like KNN, decision trees, naïve Bayes and random forest were used. The best
results obtained were 66.25% sensitivity and 95.38% specificity. In another work, Zhao et al. [42], 2012,
integrated accelerometer in pants to propose an online threshold based automatic detection of FoG. 8
patients were tested, but only 6 experienced FoG and achieved sensitivity of 81.74%. Relative analysis
of various sensor arrangements, parameters used in signal processing and placement of sensors was
performed by Moore et al. [43]. Inertial signal data from 25 PD subjects that were documented by
placing 7 sensors at the various position of the body was used. The best results can be achieved by
using 7 sensors simultaneously and setting the window size to 2.5 to 5 s.
Tripoliti et al. [33], in the same year, proposed a four-stage method, which included data cleaning,
data filtering, data extraction of features and classification. Conventional ML techniques like Naïve
Bayes, Random Forest, decision tree and random trees were used for classification. Data was gathered
from 16 subjects, among those, 5 normal individuals, 5 PD patients with FoG episodes and 6
PD patients that did not experience FoG episodes. At different body locations of the subject, two
gyroscopes and six accelerometers were placed. Sensitivity of 89.3% and specificity of 79.15% were
achieved.
Coste et al. [44], 2014, proposed a model in which a single wireless sensor placed at the patient’s
lower limbs was used for pre-FoG detection. Experiments were performed on 4 PD patients through
which it was concluded that FoG detection could be enhanced by proper measurement of stride length.
In another work postural assessment to implement a FoG detection model was used by Rodriguez
et al. [45]. It helped in achieving a higher specificity and demonstrated an increase of specificity by
5%. Experiments were performed on 20 PD subjects by placing a midsection tri-axial accelerometer.
Zach et al. [46], 2015, published a study on the Daphnet dataset where the focus was on
specificity and sensitivity of freezing index for FoG detection. Evaluation was carried out by placing
an accelerometer on the lumbar region of 23 patients experiencing FoG episodes. The study targeted
episodes that occurred during short step walking and full rapid turns. Specificity of 76% and sensitivity
of 75% was observed.
Rodriguez [28], 2017, published a method to detect FoG in PD patients by taking in consideration
the active daily life. Use of SVM for the classification of FoG episodes by extraction of 55 features from
inertial signals was carried out. A total of 21 patients suffering from PD were taken into consideration
for this study and only a single IMU sensor was positioned on the left waist of the subject while
performing daily life activities at home. Through the episode-based evaluation method resulted in
76.8% geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity.
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Sama et al. [31], 2017, modified the Rodriguez’s [28] model by a reduction in the number of
features to 28. A relative analysis of the model was also published. Equivalent performance could
be achieved using the 28 features describes, hence leading to the simplification of the model. Camps
[37], 2018, proposed a novel procedure which was built on 8-layer feed forward 1D Covnet. Data set
considered for the model was a collection of inertial signals from 21 PD patients using tri-axial sensors
and gyroscopes. Training of the network was done using the back-propagation algorithm. Accuracy
achieved was 89% with 90.6 GM using a window size above 2 s.
San-Segundo et al. [47], 2019, proposed a CNN + MLP approach to the problem of detection
of Freezing of Gait events. Here, the author, used pre-defined set of features from Mazilu et al.
[41], Human Activity Recognition [48], Mel frequency cepstral coefficients [49] and speech quality
assessment metrics. Different overlap sizes were used. Higher overlap leads to biasing error induced in
the dataset. That is the model will tend to perform better on the Daphnet dataset but will fail on any
other dataset. Hence an ideal overlap size of 50% will be considered for this study. Here the author
achieved 92.3% sensitivity, 92.8% Specificity, F1-Score as 94.8% and a 0.931 AUC.
Noella et al. [50], 2019, proposed a PARAFAC + Tucker Decomposition model for detection of
PD using the PhysioNet Gait in PD dataset. It achieved an impressive accuracy of 97%. No other
performance metrics is specified. For problems of medical domain, other performance metrics like
sensitivity and specificity are valued more due to the fact they represent the degree of false positives
and negatives presented in the prediction by the model.
3 Attention Based Model

As shown in Fig. 1, to extract features from the given raw dataset, a Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) [51] was applied. 1D Convolutions were used with an increasing number of filters and each of
the convolution layers were followed by a Max Pooling layer. Each convolution layer was normalized
to prevent overfitting of data. After feature extraction from CNN, the output was forwarded to a
Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [52] to provide context from the previous timestamps. LSTM [53]
are best suited for this as they can learn faster and robustly in a shorter number of epochs. In this
model Bidirectional LSTM [53] layers were used.
Regularization and dropouts were also applied to this layer to prevent the overfitting of data. A
sigmoid function was set for the recurrent activation and a hyperbolic tangent function was set as the
activation function. LSTMs [53] were specified to return their sequences along with the output. After
passing the data through RNN, the output is passed to an Attention layer based on the concept of
the Bahdanau attention layer [54] as shown in Fig. 2. In this layer, data is passed through a given set
of encoders whose hidden states are forwarded with given attention weights as a context vector to
produce an attention vector. This attention vector along with the output states from the encoder are
forwarded to a decoder. This highlights the nodes or features that the model should pay attention to
while deciding the output.
To forward the data to a fully connected dense layer the incoming input has to be flattened from
a 3D input tensor to a 2D tensor, which is the format of the output. A fully connected dense layer was
added to compute the output forwarded from the attention layer. Number of nodes in the dense layer
were set as 64 and activation function was set as a Rectified Linear Unit function. A single dense layer
node with a sigmoid activation function was used, as the output had to be one of two values 0/1 where
0 signified normal gait behavior and 1 signified freezing of gait behavior.
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Figure 1: Detailed framework of the proposed model

Figure 2: Bahdanau Attention Mechanism
4 Design of Experiment

Early detection of Freezing of Gait is, without a doubt, a crucial step in early treatment of PD.
For detection of FoG, the Daphnet dataset [40] is taken into consideration. FoG is not the only major
task for this research and so the detection of PD and predicting a quantifiable value for the intensity
of PD is necessary as well. For this purpose, the PhysioNet-Gait Parkinson’s disease dataset [55] was
taken into consideration. Also, the deep learning architecture responsible for detection of FoG was
also tested to detect Parkinson’s disease and predict its intensity on the UPDRS scale [38].
4.1 Datasets

Daphnet Freezing of Gait Dataset (Detection of Freezing of Gait)
For the purpose of this research UCI – Daphnet Freezing of Gait Dataset [40] was used as raw data
for detection of Freezing of Gait. This is a time series data collected from three accelerometer sources
on the trunk, shank and the upper thigh at a sampling rate of 64 Hz, which is enough for detection
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of freezing of gait episodes as they occur at a lower sampling rate (i.e., lower than 20 Hz). The data
represents the acceleration in milli G’s along the x, y and z-axes. It was manually annotated later, where
0-annotated implied it wasn’t part of the experiment, 1–annotated data meant normal gait behavior
(or no freezing of gait behavior detected) and 2–annotated data signified freezing of gait behavior. The
0-annotated data was removed as it wasn’t part of the experiment; leaving two output values -1 and
2. To reduce calculations, the 2-annotated data was one hot encoded. This way a single output in 0/1
form was obtained. The timestamp was removed from the dataset as it was equally spaced at 15 ms.
The dataset was rearranged column-wise, so that data along the same axes were clubbed together and
then divided into a sample size of 4 s (256 samples) with 3.5 s overlap (32 sample skips). This resulted
in 35,531 samples of 256 number of timestamps and 9 features. The sampled dataset was further split
in the ratio of 80:20 where 80% of the data was used for training purposes and 20% of the data was
used for testing purposes.
PhysioNet Gait in PD Dataset (Detection of PD and its Measurement)
For the purpose of this work the Physionet – Gait in Parkinson’s Dataset [56] was used as raw
data for two purposes; detection of PD and quantify the intensity of PD on the Unified Parkinson
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) from a person’s gait [38]. This is a time series data collected from the
vertical ground reaction force (VGRF) generated from 8 sensors placed underneath both feet which
is a quantitative method of measuring a person’s gait. Along with the individual force measured from
all the sensors, the collective force generated by each leg was also appended. The sampling rate of
the given data was 100 Hz. Due to equally spaced timestamps; the column corresponding to it was
removed. The data was divided into 1-second samples (100 samples) with a 0.5-second overlap (50
samples); this resulted in a data of 65915 sample of 100 time steps.
4.2 Network Parameters
4.2.1 For Detection of FoG

As an optimizer, Adam optimizer was selected along with loss function as binary cross entropy,
since the result was dependent on two exclusive values/classes. Validation data was provided as a
separate parameter by randomly splitting it from the given pool of dataset. The learning rate of the
optimizer was set as 0.01, the number of epochs as 14 and batch size as 32. Input Shape = (X, 256, 9)
and output shape = (X, 1), where X = batch size. The network parameters are specified in Tab. 2.
Table 2: Parameters used in this study
Parameter

Value

Epochs
Learning rate
Convolution size filters
Convolution filter size
LSTM Units
Attention input size
Attention output size
Neurons in the FC layer
Output layer nodes

14
0.01
64, 64, 128
3
128
128
64
128
1
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4.2.2 For Detection of Parkinson’s Disease

For this specific domain of problem, individual samples were annotated whether belonging to a
class of Parkinson’s disease diagnosed group (class 1) or from the class of control group (class 0). This
way our every sample was mapped to a certain output. Each sample had 18 features corresponding to
the VGRF generated by gait.
4.2.3 For Measuring the Intensity of Parkinson’s Disease on UPDRS

For this specific domain of problem, along with 18 features from VGRF generated, we append
the class of the data (class 1 or class 0) which it belongs. For reduction in complexity and calculations,
we divide the output to 8 classes where each class determined a range of values on the UDPR scale.
Class 0: 0 ≤ x < 10
Class 1: 10 ≤ x < 20
Class 2: 20 ≤ x < 30
Class 3: 30 ≤ x < 40
Class 4: 40 ≤ x < 50
Class 5: 50 ≤ x < 60
Class 6: 60 ≤ x < 70
Class 7: 70 ≤ x
Each sample was mapped to an exclusive class, this resulted in every input being mapped to an
output. Samples consisted of 19 features. As an optimizer, Adam optimizer was selected along with
loss function as binary cross entropy, since the result was dependent on two exclusive values/classes.
Validation data was provided as a separate parameter by randomly splitting it from the given pool of
dataset. Learning rate of the optimizer was set as 0.01, the number of epochs as 14 and batch size as
32. Input Shape = (X, 100, 18) and (X, 100, 19) and output shape = (X, 1) and (X, 10), where X =
batch size. The network parameters are specified in Tabs. 3 and 4.
Table 3: For detection of PD
Parameter

Value

Epochs
Learning Rate
Convolution Size Filters
Convolution Filter Size
LSTM Units
Attention Input Size
Attention Output Size
Neurons In FC Layer
Output Layer Nodes

14
0.01
64, 64, 128
3
128
128
64
128
1

All the experiments in this work pertaining to model development, training and testing were
carried out on a Ryzen 5 3600 (6 core CPU), 24 GB RAM, RTX 2060 Super, Windows 10 machine
using Tensorflow (2.2.0) and Keras (2.3.1) as the Deep Learning Frameworks.
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Table 4: For measurement on the UPDRS scale
Parameter

Value

Epochs
Learning Rate
Convolution Size Filters
Convolution Filter Size
LSTM Units
Attention Input Size
Attention Output Size
Neurons In FC Layer
Output Layer Nodes

14
0.01
64, 64, 128
3
128
128
64
128
10

5 Results

For comparison between different models, sensitivity and specificity is of higher importance as it
is not severely impacted by class imbalance. It also helps in highlighting the degree of False Positive
and False Negatives that the model will predict. Tab. 5 shows that the proposed model outperforms
all the other models.

Table 5: Comparative analysis of performance metrics for the proposed model against the various
state-of-the-art models on the selected datasets
Author

Dataset
Used

Analysis
Used

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Specificity

AUC

Bächlin et al.
[32]

Daphnet
FoG

Threshold
Analysis
from 3
different
frequency
bands
Novelty
detection
with CNN
denoising
autoencoders

-

73.1

81.6

-

-

-

-

77

Mohammadian Daphnet
et al. [55]
FoG

(Continued)
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Author

Dataset
Used

San–Segundo
et al. [47]

Daphnet
FoG

Analysis
Used

Table 5: Continued
Accuracy
Sensitivity

DL, ML
models
validated in 4
data representations
Proposed
Daphnet FoG CNN-LSTM
Model
with
Attention
Baby et al. [57] Gait
Neural
Physionet
Networks
Noella et al.
Gait
PARFAC +
[50]
Physionet
Tucker
Decomposition
Proposed
Gait
CNN-LSTM
Model
Physionet
with
Attention

Specificity

AUC

-

92.3

92.8

93.1

98.74

99.38

96.18

100

86.75

-

-

-

97%

-

-

-

98.725

98.14

98.36

100

Different studies focused on different performance metrics for analyzing their respective models.
Bachlin et al. [32] described the advantages of its model based on the sensitivity and accuracy achieved.
The paper focused more on threshold analysis from feature extraction from the raw data provided.
Mohammadian et al. [55] and San – Segundo et al. [47] used AUC as the performance metric, as
it describes a relation between the true positive rate (TPR) and false positive rate (FPR). It is an
evaluation of the classifier over different values of thresholds. Baby et al. [57] evaluates the model based
on accuracy achieved by the model. To be able to compare the proposed model with the previously
implemented ones, every performance metric had to be calculated.
The proposed Attention-based deep learning Model outperformed all the previously implemented
state of the art technologies and algorithms. This can be highly useful as a non-invasive technique to,
not only, detect FoG events but also be used for detection PD and measure its intensity on the basis
of UPDRS scale. The results clearly show that the same attention-based model can be used for both
the problems with different data formats and collection techniques.
6 Discussion

It has been observed that due to the presence of an attention layer over the LSTM [53] layer
the model should learn to pay attention to more important features. The accuracy should be higher
as compared to a vanilla CNN LSTM [52,54] time-series-classification model. With the inclusion of
an LSTM [54] layer, the model should not be trained for a longer duration to prevent overfitting of
data. The lower number of epochs should give a relatively high validation and training accuracy. As
mentioned, the architecture used on the Daphnet dataset [40] was also used for the PhysioNet dataset
[56] as well as it was also of similar nature.
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One of the major advantages of this proposed method is its non-invasive behavior. For detection
of FoG, it managed to calculate predictions of ∼7000 batches in under 5 s, which means that close to
∼28000 s of data was processed within seconds. Similar speeds were achieved for the detection of PD
and its measurement on the UPDRS. This showcases the real time application of the model as well.
Although it should be noted that availability of medical data is scarce and the model is attuned to the
kind of data it is trained on. Which means if there is any incorrect form of data that is forwarded to
the model, it can result in garbage output as well. The scope of this model is meant to be within the
professional environment of clinics or physicians to minimize any form of error generated.

Figure 3: Curves of all performance metrics for detection of FoG
6.1 Detection of FoG

As expected, the validation accuracy and the training accuracy increase with the number of epochs,
but after some epochs, the validation accuracy dips significantly and the validation loss starts to
increase as the model starts to over-fit on the training data. The optimum result was obtained with
14 epochs where it resulted in a high validation and training accuracy and low validation and training
loss as shown in Fig. 3. As per Fig. 3, it is evident that there is no overfitting in the model either.
The validation accuracy was found to be 98.74% and the training accuracy as 98.17% with validation
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sensitivity of 98.38%, validation precision of 99.25% and F-measure of 0.9930. These results are shown
in Tab. 6.
Table 6: Performance metrics of the proposed model
Model

Acc.

Detection of 98.74%
FoG
Detection of 98.725%
PD
Measurement 98.05%
of PD

Sens.

Prec.

Spec.

F-measure

AUC

99.38%

99.25%

96.18%

0.9930

1.00

98.14%

97.71%

98.36%

0.9792

1.00

96.16%

97.69%

99.20%

0.9692

-

6.2 Detection of PD and its Measurement

The validation accuracy and the training accuracy increase along with the number of epochs, but
after some epochs, the validation acc. dips significantly and the validation loss starts to increase as
the model starts to over-fit on the training data. The optimum result was obtained with 14 epochs
where it resulted in a high validation and training accuracy and low validation and training loss as
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. As per Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, it is evident that there is no overfitting in the
model either. For detection of Parkinson’s disease, the validation accuracy was found to be 98.725%
with sensitivity of 98.14%, precision of 97.71% and F-measure of 0.9792. For the prediction of UPDR
scale, the validation accuracy was found to be 98.05% with sensitivity of 96.16%, precision of 97.69%
and F-measure of 0.9692. (Weighted Average). These results are shown in Tab. 6.
From the Tab. 6, it can be said that, the attention based deep learning model, that was meant to
detect Freezing of Gait events, also performed well on not only detecting Parkinson’s disease also be
able to classify it according to the UPDRS scale.
6.3 Robustness Analysis of the Proposed Model

In order to quantify the robustness of the proposed model, a separate set of experiment was also
conducted. In this experiment, some Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) was randomly added
to the test dataset such that the SNR remained 20, 25, 33 and 50 respectively. When this augmented
test data is fed to the model, the performance metrics values recorded in these cases are observed to
be very consistent to the model’s performance on the original test dataset.
The following Tab. 7 and Tab. 8 above, show the value of the performance metrics obtained
for noisy test datasets of both FoG detection as well as detection of PD datasets respectively. The
consistency in performance of the proposed model under noisy test data scenario is highly evident from
these tables above. This analysis strongly supports the real world application of this attention based
deep learning model for the selected problem of gait signals based PD detection. This consistency in
performance metric values can also be observed graphically from the value plots shown in Fig. 6a and
b for both the selected datasets respectively. As the SNR goes above 20, the performance metric values
become highly stable at their peak positions.
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Figure 4: Curves of all performance metrics for detection of PD dataset (a) Validation Accuracy vs.
epochs (b) Validation Loss vs. epochs (c) AUC Characteristics

Figure 5: Curves of all performance metrics for measurement of intensity of PD dataset (a) Validation
Accuracy vs. epochs (b) Validation Loss vs. epochs
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Table 7: Model’s performance for noisy test set of detection of FoG dataset at varying SNR values
Performance
Metric

SNR @ 20

SNR @ 25

SNR @ 33

SNR @ 50

Accuracy
Precision
Recall/Sensitivity
F1-Measure

98.1%
98.70%
99.2%
0.9895

98.08%
98.71%
99.17%
0.9894

98.11%
98.73%
99.19%
0.9896

98.08%
98.71%
99.17%
0.9894

Table 8: Model’s performance for noisy test set of detection of PD dataset at varying SNR values
Performance
Metric

SNR @ 20

SNR @ 25

SNR @ 33

SNR @ 50

Accuracy
Precision
Recall/Sensitivity
F1-Measure

98.24%
97.88%
97.96%
0.9792

98.3%
97.95%
98.05%
0.98

98.35%
97.99%
98.11%
0.9805

98.38%
98.05%
98.12%
0.9809

Figure 6: Plot of various performance metrics value for varying SNR instances over (a) FoG and (b)
PD detection datasets. (a) Detection of Freezing of Gait (b) Detection of PD

7 Conclusion

Non-invasive techniques in the detection of neurodegenerative diseases are currently an important
research area. The initial stage diagnosis can help significantly in saving lives. In this paper, the
use of a DL model approach was proposed for one such neurodegenerative disease known as
Parkinson’s disease. The proposed attention mechanism deep learning model achieved higher values
of all performance metrics and hence shall considerably enhance the existing performance of systems
for FoG, PD detection purposes.
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As per the performance metrics values obtained from the proposed model against various models,
a significant improvement in terms of accuracy and precision of the predictions was observed. The use
of attention mechanism in time series analysis has proven to be quite useful for the given problem
of detecting FoG and PD from gait patterns. Implementation of such attention mechanisms in other
time series analysis problems must be explored further where a certain segment of the signal determines
the given output. One such example is done in the analysis of ECG, where a certain pattern in ECG
signal determines the disease afflicted to the person. Also, the size of the dataset plays a key role in
supervising the learning ability of any deep learning-based model. For the present problem, the dataset
provided by Daphnet [40] consisted of data from 23 patients while the one provided by Physionet [56]
consisted of data from 93 patients. Hence, it is also important to work in the field of dataset generation,
so that future models can be further validated on larger amounts of data. Due to small size datasets, the
volume of data may prove inadequate to prepare a model with considerable generalization capabilities
to accurately predict the subjects of concern.
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